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The cell’s shape and motion represent fundamental aspects of the cell identity, and can be highly predictive of the function and12

pathology. However, automated analysis of the morphodynamic states remains challenging for most cell types, especially primary13

human cells where genetic labeling may not be feasible. To enable automated and quantitative analysis of morphodynamic states,14

we developed DynaMorph – a computational framework that combines quantitative live cell imaging with self-supervised learning.15

To demonstrate the fidelity and robustness of this approach, we used DynaMorph to annotate morphodynamic states observed with16

label-free measurements of density and anisotropy of live microglia isolated from human brain tissue. These cells show complex17

behavior and have varied responses to disease-relevant stimuli. DynaMorph generates quantitative morphodynamic representations18

that can be used to evaluate the effects of disease-relevant perturbations. Using DynaMorph, we identify distinct morphodynamic19

states of microglia polarization and detect rare transition events between states. The methodologies presented here can facilitate20

automated discovery of functional states of diverse cellular systems.21

Keywords: Label-free imaging, self-supervised learning, human microglia, morphodynamic states.22

Introduction23

Organs and tissues of the human body consist of an astonishing diversity of cell types, classically described by their anatomical24

location, shape, dynamic behavior, gene expression, and protein expression. Morphometry of human cells is widely used to25

analyze healthy and disease states of cells in clinical pathology and to discover fundamental biological mechanisms. However,26

automated analysis of morphodynamic states of human cells still remains an unsolved problem, because morphodynamic states27

can be difficult to identify either visually or with molecular markers. While recent advances in single cell genomics have sig-28

nificantly advanced our understanding of molecular diversity of types of human cells, morphological and behavioral properties29

of cells cannot be predicted from gene expression data alone. As a result, quantitative analysis of morphodynamic states of30

human cells with high-throughput methods is a timely area of research.31

Recent studies of morphological states of cells have relied on images of fixed cells labeled with a panel of fluorescent32

markers (1), live three-dimensional imaging of the membrane labeled with genetic markers (2), and phase contrast imaging of33

live cells (3–6). The morphological states have been analyzed with low dimensional representations computed with geometric34

or biophysical models (3, 7–11), supervised learning of morphological labels (4, 12–17), and, recently, self-supervised learning35

of latent representations of shape (5, 6). These analytical approaches have been motivated by the unmet need for quantitative36

descriptions of specific, complex biological functions, such as motility of single cells (2, 3, 7, 8, 18), collective cell migration (9,37

11), cell cycle (4, 12, 13), spatial gene expression (17), and spatial protein expression (14, 16, 19). In addition, data-driven38

integration of the shape and gene expression (13, 17, 20–23) is now enabling rapid analysis of functional roles of genes.39

Collectively, these studies illustrate that deep learning is poised to enable quantitative and interpretable analysis of complex cell40

phenotypes that are too high-dimensional and too subtle for human vision to discern.41

Despite this progress, we currently lack automated analysis methods for high-throughput screening of morphodynamic42

states of human cells, including their temporal dynamics, due to few key technological limitations:43

• Measurements of morphodynamics of live human cells can be challenging, because they are difficult to label consistently44

and without perturbing their native function. While dozens of molecular reporters have been developed to visualize45

cell structure based on gene expression studies, introducing molecular reporters in primary human cells is frequently46

impractical.47

• Supervised learning from large-scale multidimensional imaging datasets remains challenging, because identifying subtle48

changes in cell behaviors requires large amount of annotation by biological experts, which is time consuming and hence49

not scalable.50
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Fig. 1. DynaMorph enables automated discovery of morphodynamic transitions in human microglia: (A) Human microglia are isolated from
brain tissue and plated in 24-well plates and perturbed with cytokines of relevance to infection (IFN beta, IL17) or cancer (glioblastoma supernatant), (B)
Morphodynamics of perturbed microglia, along with control cells, are imaged using quantitative label-free imaging with phase and polarization imaging
(QLIPP), which measures isotropic and anisotropic optical path lengths of cells. (C) Cells were segmented and tracked by in-house developed tools.
(D) Generalizable and quantitative shape modes were learned from the thousands of tracked cells using a self-supervised model that reconstructs
cell shape. (E) Morphodynamic states and transition among states under each perturbation were revealed via dimensionality reduction algorithms and
clustering of most significant features.

• While the description of the molecular states of cells in terms of their gene expression profiles is now well established,51

similar morphodynamic states of cell behavior remain to be established.52

Learning the latent representation of cell shapes via self-supervised reconstruction (5, 6, 19) of images is emerging as a53

promising method of transforming complex phenotypes into quantitative and interpretable shape modes. These shape modes54

provide a reduced set of cell shapes from which a large variety of cell shapes observed in the data can be generated. The55

shape modes that can be learned from the imaging data fundamentally depend on the information captured by the imaging56

modality. Self-supervision of cell contours with a variational autoencoder (VAE) (3) has enabled analysis of shape modes57

of motile cells. Self-supervision of qualitative phase contrast images with an adverserial autoencoder (AAE) has enabled58

prediction of the metastatic potential of melanoma cells (5). Self-supervision of fluorescence images of labeled proteins with59
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A Learning a latent representation of shape that generalizes across experiments

a regularized vector-quantized variational autoencoder (VQ-VAE) has enabled automated clustering of localization patterns of60

proteins (19). These papers suggest that self-supervised reconstruction of time-lapse images may enable automated analysis61

of morphodynamic states of complex cells. In this paper, we demonstrate analysis of the morphodynamic states of human62

microglia with self-supervised reconstruction of quantitative label-free time-lapse images (16) using VQ-VAE regularized by63

temporal continuity of the cell shape.64

Microglia are the resident macrophages of the central nervous system that are involved in brain development and homeosta-65

sis, as well as immune responses (24). Microglia’s response to secreted cytokines or viral infections elicits profound changes66

in the transcriptome and dynamics of cells that are unique to perturbations (25, 26). Microglia survey brain parenchyma with67

their highly motile processes and respond to changes in the brain homeostasis by altering cell shape and motility (27, 28), but68

large-scale features of their dynamic behavior are not well characterized partly due to the lack of tractable molecular labeling69

tools. For other types of motile cells, either learned features or the manually curated features (3, 5, 6, 18) have been used70

to describe complex cell dynamics, including random search, persistent migration towards target, changes in cell shape due to71

interaction with other cells and targets, and endocytosis, among others. Therefore, analyzing the dynamic behavior of microglia72

under different perturbation conditions represents an ideal use-case for methods of interpreting complex cell dynamics.73

We acquired reproducible measurements of cellular architecture and dynamics of microglia under immunogenic perturba-74

tions (Figure 1A). To avoid the necessity to virally transduce the cells with reporters, as has been done traditionally(29, 30),75

we used quantitative label-free imaging with phase and polarization (QLIPP) (16). QLIPP measures phase and retardance,76

which report physical properties of the density and molecular anisotropy, respectively, of the cells (Figure 1B). Trajectories of77

live cells (Figure 1C) were used as an input to for DynaMorph, a deep-learning enabled framework that automatically extracts78

descriptors of shape and dynamics. DynaMorph relies on vector-quantized variational autoencoder to learn a latent represen-79

tation of cell shape (Figure 1D). Enforcing temporal continuity of the latent shape modes in the neighboring frames leads to a80

quantitative representation of cell shape. We found that latent shape space regularized by the temporal continuity generalized81

well to new experiments. We evaluated dependence of the latent shape space on the imaging modality, and found that shape82

modes learned from quantitative measurements were consistent across experiments. In this study, we combine shape and motion83

descriptors of cells to represent cell behavior and employed mixture modeling to identify morphodynamic states (Figure 1E).84

From the trajectory of cells in the latent shape space, we identified transitions among morphodynamic states of single cells. The85

same approach enabled detection of transitions in the morphodynamic states of cells as a result of immunogeneic perturbations.86

Results87

A: Learning a latent representation of shape that generalizes across experiments. We evaluated fluorescent probes88

that label membrane and QLIPP for imaging shape and dynamics of primary microglia. We observed that the distribution of89

membrane probes can vary over time due to the turnover of the membrane. On the other hand, phase and retardance images90

acquired with QLIPP provided consistent (Fig. 1 - supplement 1) readout of the cell shape and dynamics. We acquired label-free91

time-lapse images from primary human microglia over two sets of experiments. First set of experiments was done with purified92

microglia without any perturbation and provided the training data for the model. The second set of experiments was done in93

the presence of immunogeneic perturbations, and provided the data used for testing the model and discovery of cell states.94

In the perturbation experiment (test set), multiple treatments relevant to infection or cancer were applied to mimic different95

inflammatory states in neural tissue. The time-lapse data was processed by segmentation and tracking modules developed96

in-house to extract patches/movies of individual cells (see Methods, Fig. 1 - supplement 2, and Fig. 1 - supplement 3).97

We observed significant diversity in shape and behavior of microglia across perturbations (see videos in Video Set 1). While98

microglia are classically described as amoeboid, ramified, mobile, or immobile, depending on their cell state, they exhibited a99

variety of complex shapes and state transitions in our videos that we attempt to capture in our model. We used self-supervised100

deep learning to learn quantitative description of complex shapes of microglia.101

Patches of individual microglia from the training set were used to train a variant of autoencoder: Vector Quantized Vari-102

ational Autoencoder (VQ-VAE) (31)(Figure 2, Fig. 2 - supplement 1). The VQ-VAE was trained to reconstruct phase and103

retardance channels of the patches. The reconstruction of images serves as an auxiliary task to compute a latent vectors for all104

patches. The latent vectors of all patches constitute the latent (or learned) shape space of microglia, which we abbreviate to105

shape space in the following text.106

Multiple variants of autoencoder were tested, and the VQ-VAE appeared as the best-performing model architecture with107

the lowest reconstruction loss and consistent shape modes (see Supplementary Notes, Fig. 2 - supplement 2, and Fig. 2 -108

supplement 3), in accordance with results reported for the general image reconstruction task (31, 32). The self-supervised109

encoding led to a noise-robust and interpretable learned shape space of cells as discussed in sections below.110

In addition to the regular reconstruction and regularization loss, we imposed a matching loss in the model to minimize frame-111

to-frame distance between latent vectors of the same cell along its trajectory, based upon the prior that cell architecture changes112

smoothly between consecutive frames. This approach is motivated by the previous work that enforced temporal slowness113

constraint on the feature representation of adjacent frames (33). Similar concepts have been applied to learning similarities114

among human face images (34). As a result of applying the temporal matching loss, cell trajectories with small changes in cell115
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Fig. 2. DynaMorph learns a generalizable and quantitative representation of cell shape via self-supervision: (A) We encoded the shape of
microglia in quantized latent vectors and reconstructed the shape from the latent vectors through a vector quantized variational autoencoder (VQ-
VAE), which is trained in a self-supervised fashion. The phase and retardance images from the test experiment (test set) shown here were encoded
and reconstructed using models trained on the data from control experiment (training set). Comparison of reconstructions from training set Fig. 2 -
supplement 1 demonstrates generalizability of the model. (B) Shape modes that describe the most significant differences were computed with principal
component analysis (PCA) of the latent vectors. Resulting top 2 principal components (PC) are visualized, in which each dot represents a single cell
patch from the test set and its color indicates the size of cell segmentation mask. 4 representative trajectories: two cells with static shape (green
and black) and two cells undergoing changes in shape (orange and brown) are plotted in the PCA space as arrows. (C) The first two shape modes
(PC1 and PC2) were interpreted by sampling representative patches along each PC axis (cross markers in panel B). Clear trends of changing size/cell
density could be observed. Note that patches shown combine both phase channel (as grey scale) and retardance channel (as magenta shades). (D)

We explored correlation between the top 6 PCs and selected geometric properties of the test set using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. PC1
and PC2 both show positive correlations with cell size; PC2 is also highly correlated with cell’s peak phase and retardance that measure isotropic and
anisotropic density, respectively; PC3 is correlated with cell’s aspect ratio; PC4 is correlated with the orientation of the cell (long axis of the cell body).
Note that all results are consistent between training set cells and test set cells (Fig. 2 - supplement 1C). (E) Representative cells plotted in (B) are
visualized. Significant changes in shape could be linked to jumps in the latent space.

morphology tend to stay localized in shape space, while trajectories with significant size/density/shape changes can be easily116

identified as trajectories showing large jumps in shape space. For full details of the training procedure, see the Methods section117

and loss curves during training Fig. 2 - supplement 4A.118

To evaluate how the shape space depends on the input data, we trained and evaluated models using individual label-free119

channels (brightfield, phase, and retardance). Models trained on single channels show worse performance than the joint model120

(see Supplementary Notes and Fig. 2 - supplement 4).121

Overall, we find that the shape space of the DynaMorph autoencoder substantially compresses the data in the raw imaging–122

by over 680 times. The model trained on normalized cell patches has reconstruction loss 0.19 ± 0.21SD (cell/foreground are123

usually 3-4 SD brighter than background). This was further validated on the test set, on which model reconstruction loss is124

0.25±0.20SD with no detectable signs of overfitting.125

Comparison of reconstructed shapes from the test set (Figure 2A and Fig. 2 - supplement 5) and training set (Fig. 2 -126

supplement 1A) along with the analysis of the shape space described in the next section show that our self-supervised model127
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B Learned Shape Space provides a quantitative description of shape

trained on control experiment generalized well to unseen cells that were treated with multiple perturbations.128

B: Learned Shape Space provides a quantitative description of shape. The learned shape space could provide a quan-129

titative reduction of complex shapes of cells. We sought to evaluate if the shape space provides quantitative metric of shape,130

i.e., we sought to answer the following questions: Are the most significant modes of the shape space interpretable? Does the131

distance in the shape space capture shape similarity?132

Interpretation of the learned shape space. We use principal component analysis (PCA) to extract the top shape modes and133

visualize the shape space. Distributions of the first two principal components (PCs) are displayed in Figure 2B, in which each134

individual dot represents an encoded cell patch and the color indicates the cell size measured from its segmentation mask. A135

horizontal gradient of cell size is observed, which suggests quantitative relationships between top PCs and cell properties. Fig.136

2 - supplement 1B shows similar results for the cells from the training set.137

To further unravel these relationships, we sought to link the top PCs with heuristic cell geometric properties. We first138

sampled cell patches along PC axes (Figure 2C and Fig. 2 - supplement 6) and interpreted the cell properties visually. We were139

able to identify significant correlations in each PC: PC1 relates with cell size; PC2 relates with peak phase and retardance, which140

measure cell density; PC3 and PC4 relate with cell orientations. Quantification using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients141

(Figure 2D) is consistent with our visual interpretation of each PC. Thus, the first two principal components of the shape space142

correlate strongly, but not exclusively, with cell size and cell density.143

The correlation of the first PC with the cell size intriguingly parallels the analysis of cell masks of other immune cell types144

in Chan et al. (6). They also show that the most significant shape mode of three different motile cell types is cell size. In145

addition, the second most significant shape mode in our data relates with cell density as measured with phase and retardance,146

which comports with the result in Zaritsky et al. (5) that light scattering is a significant descriptor of cell behavior. Thus, our147

results show that the shape space learned by the VQ-VAE model indeed capture dominant shape modes that have been reported148

in distinct cell types. This correspondence suggests that the cell size and cell density may be highly conserved descriptors of149

cell states, due to mechanisms that are yet to be understood.150

Intriguingly, while 80% of the shape variance of ameboid cells analyzed in Chan et al. (6) is captured by 5 shape modes,151

we found that the first 4 shape modes (or PCs) of microglia account for less than 20% of all variance (Fig. 2 - supplement 7A).152

The remaining variance can be due to more complex aspects of microglia shape, such as diversity of protrusions, sub-cellular153

structures and variations in cell density, location of nuclei in migrating cells, etc. UMAP(35) projections of the shape vectors154

of cells show no apparent clustering patterns (Fig. 2 - supplement 7B and C), suggesting that microglia shape undergoes155

continuous change and hence no discrete states could be defined based on static frames.156

To validate that the learned shape space is uniquely informative, we applied PCA to the input images and followed the same157

analysis procedure. The derived top PCs have weaker and less clear correlations (Fig. 2 - supplement 8A) and consequently158

are harder to interpret. The principal components of input images could not be separated by clustering analysis (Fig. 2 -159

supplement 8B and Supplementary Table 1). Thus, shape space learned with VQ-VAE indeed provides an interpretable and160

quantitative representation of the complex shape of microglia.161

Trajectories in the Learned Shape Space characterize dynamics. To better understand how the shape space captures dynamics,162

we generated single-cell trajectories of latent representations by concatenating representations of static frames. As a control, we163

compared the distance between the latent representations of temporally adjacent and non-adjacent frames (both before and after164

quantization). We found that the distance between temporally adjacent frames is substantially less than non-adjacent frames165

and random baseline, indicating that our shape space captures the continuity of cellular dynamics (Fig. 2 - supplement 9).166

We further compared the distance distribution between latent representations generated with and without matching loss.167

Results show that the reconstruction task already reduces the distances between adjacent frames, as compared to random pairs,168

while including the matching loss further regularized the shape space such that it reliably represents the temporal evolution of169

the shape (Fig. 2 - supplement 9).170

Visualization of individual cell trajectories in the shape space show that majority of cells had stable shape modes throughout171

the imaging period. In Figure 2E we illustrate some representative trajectories (marked in green and black) that are in static172

cell states and have stable appearances. Their top shape modes are relatively confined, suggesting that the cell states, as defined173

by their visual features, are stable throughout time. However, we also observed a number of “leap” events in the shape space,174

which coincide with cells undergoing significant transitions in shape. Representative examples (marked in orange and brown)175

are also shown in Figure 2E, in which transitions in size or density could be observed. Full video clips of these example cell176

trajectories could be found in Video Set 2.177

C: DynaMorph discerns between pro- and anti-inflammatory microglia states. Microglia can respond to pro- and anti-178

inflammatory stimuli by changing their shape, dynamics, and gene expression. While a range of small molecules, including179

cytokines and chemokines and their individual effect on microglia has been well described, cell conditions with both pro- and180

anti-inflammatory signaling molecules in the microenvironment present a more challenging task. One example is a brain tumor181
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Fig. 3. DynaMorph reveals differences in morphodynamics of microglia under different perturbations. (A) To compare how the morphodynamics
of microglia change in response to different perturbations, we computed trajectory-averaged features as follows: principal components of the shape
space of the frames of a tracked cell were concatenated with position displacements between frames and averaged over each trajectory. (B) We
analyzed the distributions of Trajectory Feature Vectors under multiple perturbations by plotting probability densities of trajectory-averaged PC1, PC2 and
mean displacement, i.e., mean speed. The geometric properties of cell size and density correlated highly with PC1 and PC2, respectively. Trajectories
under IFN beta treatment show significant differences from trajectories under control treatment in cell density and speed. (C) and (D) We analyzed
changes in average cell size (PC1) and average cell speed, as well as average cell density (PC2) and speed by plotting their joint distributions. Left
panels show density plots of distributions under different perturbations. Right panels show the combined distributions, with apex contours under each
perturbations marked. Separations between IFN and control conditions observed in (B) were confirmed.

micro-environment, such as glioblastoma (GBM), where a wide array of signaling molecules can simultaneously promote182

pro-inflammatory states of microglia, and anti-inflammatory states. Characterizing the nature, as well as heterogeneity of183

microglia states under defined perturbation conditions could enable a systematic, data-driven method for defining the complex184

responses of microglia to disease states, and could ultimately serve as a benchmark for evaluating the effects of pharmacological185

perturbations in a high-throughput manner.186

We treated cells with a pro-inflammatory cytokine IL17, which has been implicated in several brain diseases(36–38), and187

IFN beta, an anti-viral and anti-inflammatory cytokine (39, 40). In parallel, we treated microglia with supernatant from primary188

human GBM cells. Cell patches from the test conditions were processed and encoded through the DynaMorph pipeline. Video189

clips of some representative cell trajectories from each condition can be found in Video Set 3. As already shown in fig. 2,190

reconstruction of patches and interpretation of shape space are reliable across perturbations.191

We first explored distribution of shape modes and speed of cells under different perturbations. For each cell, we collected192
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D Identification of morphodynamic states and transitions between them

and averaged its PC1 and PC2 values along the trajectory (Figure 3A). Distributions of these trajectory-averaged PC1 and PC2193

values are shown for each treatment in Figure 3B and Fig. 3 - supplement 1. PC1 of shape showed a similar distribution across194

all four conditions, suggesting that the size distribution of the cells is consistent across different conditions. In the PC2 space,195

which correlates closely with cell density, IL17 and IFN beta subsets had similar distributions, which differed from control and196

GBM subsets. This suggests that microglia under IL-17 and IFN-beta treatment tend to have lower density while maintaining197

a similar size. Speed is plotted separately (Figure 3B) and against 2 top shape modes as kernel density estimation (KDE) plots198

(Figure 3C and D). Microglia display a broad range of motility under different conditions, with the fast-moving population199

(control subset) traveling over 2 times faster than the slow-moving population under an anti-inflammatory IFN beta treatment.200

Note that this measurement is based on centroids of cells and hence could be confounded by shape changes, though the scale is201

much smaller than typical cell movement.202

To better understand the interplay between shape and dynamic behavior, we constructed Trajectory Feature Vectors (TFVs)203

by first concatenating the Principal Components of the shape space with the instantaneous speed of the cell (between two204

consecutive frames), and then averaging them along the trajectory(Figure 3A). These vectors are then be clustered to distinguish205

morphodynamic states of the cell population (Figure 1F) and analyze how cells transition between these states.206

Interestingly, while microglia treated with a single cytokine (IL17 or IFN beta) displayed unimodal speed distribution207

(Figure 3B), GBM supernatant induced a much wider range of speeds, with clearly distinguishable individual peaks around208

16, 32 and 60 um/h. This finding suggests that several intermixed populations of microglia may exist under the GBM cell209

microenvironment, further highlighting the importance of single-cell tracking in understanding cell behavior under complex210

cell signaling milieu. Given the striking differences in the cell speed, we plotted changes in top shape modes and average211

cell speed (Figure 3C, D). Our data reveal that microglia under pro-inflammatory stimuli had a greater proportion of faster and212

denser cells, while under the IFN beta treatment the cell distribution was shifted towards slower moving cells. Control microglia213

had a distribution resembling the trend observed in IL17 treatment, suggesting that in vitro culture conditions induce microglia214

activation, as have been previously noted(41). In contrast, cells treated with the GBM supernatant had a shape distribution that215

simultaneously resembled both control, IL17 and IFN treatment, suggesting that different cell populations within this condition216

would adopt either pro- and anti-inflammatory morphodynamic cell profile, rather than being a homogeneous population of an217

intermediate response.218

The separation was further revealed in a discriminative study that predicts treatment/condition purely based on TFVs (Fig. 3219

- supplement 2, see Supplementary Notes for details). In the results from gradient boosted decision tree models (42), confusion220

between control subset and IFN beta subset is especially small, while confusion between IL-17 and GBM is larger.221

Together, this analysis suggests that at least two broad morphodynamic states of microglia can be detected using Dy-222

naMorph. In particular, exposure of microglia to IFN beta induces a state characterized by reduced density and migration223

speed. In contrast, exposure to GBM supernatant, which likely contains pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines,224

induces a broader distribution that might consists of multiple morphodynamic state.225

D: Identification of morphodynamic states and transitions between them. To further probe how learned shape space226

and motion of microglia under different perturbations can reveal morphodynamic states, we employed mixture modeling of the227

trajectory feature vectors (TFVs) of test cell patches to locate and quantify the underlying cell states. We found that trajectory228

feature vectors formed a continuous spectrum rather than discrete clusters. Therefore, instead of using clustering algorithms229

such as hierarchical or K-means clustering, we employed a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to identify morphodynamic states230

in the test population, which could be further used to explain distributional differences between perturbations. The model231

revealed two components in the combined test population (See Methods for details). We refer them as state-1 and state-2232

respectively in the following text.233

Comparing with inter-condition differences, inter-state separation is much stronger (Fig. 4 - supplement 1) which suggests234

the states identified by GMM are superior representations of morphodynamic modes of microglia. Representative samples from235

the two states are illustrated in Figure 4B, with their trajectories plotted as colored lines. Representative cell trajectories could236

also be found in Video Set 4. Morphodynamic distributions of the two states are described in Figure 4F, details could be found237

in Supplementary Table 1. Qualitatively, based on the cell appearance and features of the two components, we describe state-1238

(blue) cells as large-sized, low density and slow-moving population, and state-2 (red) cells as a higher density and fast-moving239

population. The two states differ the most on PC2 and mean distance, and have slight difference on PC1 as well.240

A more quantitative view on cell motion demonstrates that state-2 cells, enriched in control subset, are on average 2.3241

times faster than state-1 cells (Figure 4C) that appear mostly in IFN beta subset, in line with the subset-level speed differences242

we noted above. We also consider directionality in the two states, which represents an important feature of cell migration,243

noting how the movement trajectories of state-1 cell in Figure 4B aligned with the direction of its cell body. We validated244

this motion pattern on all microglia by calculating angles between movement and long axis of cell body in each frame and245

conducting vector sums over these angles. Resulting trajectory-summed directions are visualized in Figure 4H. Distributions246

of the directions shows dominating peaks at 0°(Figure 4D), indicating a very high preference for cell body-aligned motion.247

Notably, state-2 cells have less such tendencies, which is in part due to the morphology distinction as state-2 cells usually248

appear as dense, round shapes that do not have significant long axes, in contrast to state-1 cells that appear more in oval249
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Fig. 4. Cell trajectories are clustered into two states based on the morphodynamic features. (A) We identified two states of the trajectories by
pooling their TFVs and clustering them with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). B Representative trajectories from the two states (corresponding to
cross markers in panel A) are shown: initial frames are visualized, and the movement of cells in the following frames are marked. (C–F) We compared
two morphodynamic states with multiple metrics: (C) cells in state-1 were found to be slower than cells in state-2 from the probability densities of
trajectory-averaged speeds. (D) cells in state-1 were found to align more with directions of migration than cells in state-2 from the probability densities of
angles between cell body (long axis) and the directions of movement. (E) cells in state-1 and state-2 were found to undergo random motion (grey shades
indicate standard random motion) over the time-scale of hours from the mean squared displacement (MSD) curves of the trajectories. Consistent with
the speed distribution, state-2 cells travel longer distances on all time scales. (F) cells in state-1 had narrower distribution of size and density relative to
cells in state-2, as seen from the Kernel density estimates (KDE) of PC1 (cell size) and PC2 (cell density). (G) We counted the number of trajectories
that transitioned between two states under each perturbation and found rare instances of transition as noted in the table. Note that only trajectories
longer than 4.5 hours are considered. (H) Metrics shown in (C)–(F) were elaborated per perturbation with scatter plots of the metrics: each marker
represents a single trajectory, whose length indicates the speed of the cell. Direction of the marker is aligned with the angle between cell body and
movement, with a vertical line indicating a perfect alignment. (See legend in the bottom right panel). Fraction of trajectories that occupy either state
under each perturbation are noted in the insets.

shapes. Analysis on the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) of the two states were then conducted. Figure 4E and Fig. 4 -250

supplement 2 plot the log-log fit of MSD over time lag. Both states have similar slopes (≥ 0.9) that are close to 1, indicating251

a near-random motion. State-2 have larger intercept, indicating a larger diffusion constant and hence faster migration. Taken252

together, the distinct morphodynamic properties exhibited by two cell states revealed by GMM suggests the two-state model is253

a good description of cell populations across perturbation conditions.254

Among the different perturbation conditions in the test population, cells are widely distributed between two states depending255

on the treatment (Figure 4H and Supplementary Table 1): majority of the control subset cells are in state-2 (≥ 75%), while256

almost all IFN beta-treated cells are in state-1 (> 90%); GBM subset falls between the two extremes with near-equal split on257

the two states. Based on the previous observations that microglia adopt an amoeboid shape upon exposure to anti-inflammatory258

stimuli, we speculate that state-2 with faster moving, denser and round-shaped cells represents activated microglia, while state-1259

that is characterized by ramified and slower moving cells represents homeostatic microglia. Note that due to the huge separation260

between control and IFN beta subsets, many of the cells in IL-17 subset are labeled as state-1. We treat this conflicting message261

as a side effect of the simplified two-state model, as feature distribution in Figure 3C, D clearly shows the distinction between262
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E DynaMorph can be easily extended to other cell types

IFN beta and IL-17 subsets in cell shape and motion.263

The treatment of microglia with glioblastoma supernatant lead to a distribution that included nearly equal contribution from264

both states, suggesting a complex mixture of both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. We further compared the detected mor-265

phodynamic states with scRNA measurements of the same cell population. Interestingly, the separation of stage-1 and state-2266

cells from control and IFN group parallels the clustering pattern of cell transcriptome (see Supplementary Note, Fig. 4 - sup-267

plement 3 and Fig. 4 - supplement 4 for details), which hinted the potential of correlations between morphodynamic/behavior268

change and transcriptomic change in response to perturbation.269

Furthermore, the quantitative definition of states allowed us to rigorously characterize state transition events such as the270

ones shown in Figure 2E (orange and brown trajectories). Given the shape and motion changes throughout the imaging period,271

we separated each trajectory into segments (2 hour each) and applied the unsupervised GMM to estimate posterior probabilities272

of cell states for each segment. Cells that have different states assigned to different segments would be of great interest to the273

study of dynamics and behavior of broad cell types under different conditions. We counted the observed transition cases in274

the test set and report the numbers in Figure 4G. In our analysis, transition events are very rare among cells treated with IFN275

beta, while cells treated with GBM supernatant occurred more frequently. While both directions of transitions were observed276

within the imaging period, cells in state-1 are more likely to transition to state-2 than vice versa within the chosen time frame.277

Given that cell states should have reached equilibrium after several days in culture at the time of the imaging experiments, these278

results suggest that the transitions from state 2 to state 1 occur at a different time scale (i.e., much slower). Representative279

state-transition cells can be found in Video Set 5.280
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Fig. 5. Morphodynamic state of neural progenitor cells in the test dataset. (A) Example trajectories of progenitor cells are shown; cell motions
are marked as cyan lines. Note that the elongated cell bodies align with cell motions. (B) Probability densities of top principal components and cell
speeds. Shape of progenitors is robust to perturbations. (C) Scatter plots comparing shape, speed, and orientation of progenitor cells and microglia
(similar to Figure 4H). The two cell types occupied different regions of the shape space. (D) l2 normed differences of Trajectory Feature Vectors between
progenitor cells and microglia in two states. Note that progenitor cells are closer to microglia that are in state-1.

E: DynaMorph can be easily extended to other cell types. Building on the successful application of DynaMorph to the281

discovery of microglia cell states, we sought to evaluate the generalizability of our model by applying DynaMorph to non-282

microglia cells that were present in our cultures. Specifically, neural progenitors can be easily identified by their elongated cell283

bodies with radially extending processes, different from the amoeboid or ramified shape of microglia.284

VQ-VAE trained with the control experiment cells generalizes well to the progenitor cells from the perturbation experiment,285

with a mean VAE reconstruction loss of 0.25 SD over patches containing progenitor cells, close to the reconstruction perfor-286

mance of microglia. Then through the same trajectory building and encoding pipeline, we extracted the TFVs for 125 identified287

progenitor cells. Sample cells along with their movement are illustrated in Figure 5A, corresponding cell trajectories can be288

found in Video Set 6.289

Figure 5B shows the first two shape modes and motion features of progenitor cells. These results indicate that progenitor290

cells are smaller (lower PC1) and less dense (lower PC2) than microglia. Progenitor cells have a distinct cell motion as compared291
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to microglia. Aligned with its polarized shape, progenitor cell’s movement usually follows the direction of its protrusions,292

as illustrated in Figure 5A. This results in a much stronger preference for directional motion as compared to microglia. And293

consistent with the fact that these are not immune cells, progenitor cells did not substantially alter their behavior when subjected294

to immunogenic perturbations.295

In Figure 5C, we plot the average of shape features over trajectories for microglia and progenitor cells, which demonstrates296

a clear difference in shape between the two cell types. Finally to directly compare morphodynamic states of these two cell297

types, we used the TFVs which contain motion and shape information to calculate pairwise Euclidean distances. Figure 5D298

illustrates the distribution of distances between progenitors or between progenitor and microglia. Results reaffirm that microglia299

are in general different from progenitor cells, and state-1 microglia are more similar to progenitor cells. This result agrees with300

the visual evidence that state-1 microglia have similar elongated cell shape and higher tendency for directional movement301

(Figure 4B). Together, these results suggest that our model performs equally well on the highly motile immune cells and less302

dynamic progenitor population, and can be used to distinguish between different cell populations while maintaining the level303

of granularity to identify different states within the same cell type.304

Discussion305

In this work, we present DynaMorph: a deep learning framework for the dimensionality reduction and for quantitative analysis306

of live cell imaging data. We demonstrate utility of the framework by analyzing morphodynamic states from two comple-307

mentary physical properties of cells - their density and anisotropy. By combining the novel self-supervised learning with308

tracking and mixture modeling, the workflow allows us to analyze cell dynamics and behavior on both individual cell-level and309

population-level.310

Our work formalizes an analytical approach for data-driven discovery of morphodynamic cell states based on the quan-311

titative shape and motion descriptors. All components in the pipeline can be adapted based on the goals of analyses and312

characteristics of the imaging system. Here, we specifically demonstrate the utility of this method to discover and classify313

morphodynamic states of human primary microglia cultured in vitro, and to transitions between these states upon exposure to314

polarizing, disease-relevant environments. We show that glioblastoma microenvironment differently affects microglia cells by315

inducing a wide range of states consistent with both pro- and anti-inflammatory response. While it is not known what factors316

predispose individual microglia cells to adopt one or another state under complex cell environments such as brain tumors, these317

specific cells could be used for downstream single cell profiling to discover molecular correlates of those events and consolidate318

the relationship between morphodynamic behavior and transcriptomic alteration. Once generalizable models are trained and319

evaluated as we describe, label-free imaging and DynaMorph can enable online inference of changes in the morphodynamic320

states in cell population with single-cell resolution, opening new avenues for single-cell analyses.321

In addition to the application presented in this work, DynaMorph can be used with other cell types and other quantitative322

measurements of dynamic architecture to delineate morphodynamic states. For example, the physical measurements of cell323

density and cell anisotropy can be complemented with molecular measurements of metabolic states, cell cycle, or proteins of324

relevance to specific cell types. Furthermore, While we demonstrated this proof-of-principle on microglia and neural progenitor325

cells, this approach can be used to track cell transitions during cell differentiation and lineage specification, as well as broad326

cellular functions like viral infections and response and apoptosis.327

Following are areas of improvement in DynaMorph:328

• Segmentation and tracking accuracy are currently limited by the density of cell culture. The denser environment sig-329

nificantly increases the difficulty of recognizing individual cells. Methods that incorporate more human supervision or330

models based on geometric representations of shapes can better extract and analyze cell behavior in a dense environment.331

• We found good agreement between the gene expression changes and morphodynamics in response to different perturba-332

tions at the resolution of cell population. However, direct correlation between the single cell morphodynamic behavior333

and its transcriptomic profile is still an area of future work. The transitions in gene expression and morphodynamics334

driven by the perturbations can be elucidated by paired measurements of gene expression and morphodynamics per cell.335

Post-imaging staining of cells using markers that discriminate gene expression clusters seen in single cell transcriptomes336

can provide this information.337

• The biological meaning of morphodynamic states of microglia we have identified from average of feature vector across338

trajectories (Figure 4) is confounded by two possible causes: a) the cell populations subjected to the same perturbations339

exhibit heterogeneous dynamics, and b) the dynamic behavior in the latent shape space does not always align with340

existing vocabulary of cell behavior. The heterogeneity in cell behavior can be distinguished by acquiring data at higher341

time-resolution or utilizing a ’bag-of-features’ of latent shape vector rather than averaging the shape vector ( (5)), which342

is an area of future work. How to ascribe a biological interpretation to the learned representation is an open question for343

the field. A mathematically rigorous and experimentally generalizable representation can be considered a quantitative344

vocabulary with which we describe the dynamics of cells.345
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E DynaMorph can be easily extended to other cell types

Taken together, DynaMorph is a versatile and quantitative framework for automated discovery of morphodynamic states of346

cells from live imaging data. Extraction of shape and motility descriptors can be coupled with a broad spectra of downstream347

tasks, e.g., anomaly detection, unsupervised state discovery, and supervised phenotype classification. Further integration with348

proteomic and transcriptomic assays can enable a more complete understanding of cell types and cell states. Identifying349

morphodynamic states in the context of disease could help elucidate the natural and induced changes in cell behavior, potentially350

informing novel therapeutics or diagnostics.351
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Methods486

Label-free brightfield, phase, and retardance imaging. We acquired all data using a Leica DMI-8 inverted widefield487

microscope, with 20x objective magnification at 0.55NA (air), and 0.4NA condensor on a Hamamatsu Flash-4 LT camera (6.5488

um pixels). The cells were held at a constant 37°C, 5% CO2 using the Okolab stage-top incubator (H101-K-Frame). Each of489

the five polarization states were acquired, in sequence, with 50 ms camera exposure, for each of 5 z-planes for a given field of490

view. For the unperturbed microglia time series (training set), we acquired 52 time points and 27 fields of view (9 per well)491

over 24 hours at 27 minute time intervals. For the perturbed microglia time series (test set), we acquired 159 time points, 9492

fields of view (4 were used for analysis), over 24 hours at 9 minute time intervals.493

Birefringence is an optical property of matter that describes a different refractive index for different orientation axes of494

polarized light. The differential phase shift caused by these refractive indices, and the orientation axes, allow us to decompose495

birefringence into two properties: retardance and orientation (respectively). Each of these properties can be represented in496

terms of a combination of the Stokes parameters, which are Cartesian projections of a vector from spherical coordinates that497

describes the full polarization state of light. With the application of Mueller matrices that are tuned to our instrument setup,498

we can translate the Stokes representation into image intensities and vice versa. Therefore, given a set of intensity images499

of the specimen with known polarization states, we can use the inverse model to compute the sample’s corresponding Stokes500

parameters, and from there compute physical properties of retardance and orientation. We estimate the background level of501

polarization with a 2D polynomial fit. Details for label-free hardware calibration, background correction and reconstruction502

can be found in previous work (16).503

We used the open-source microscope control software Micro-Manager 1.4.22 (https://micro-manager.org/) for504

all image acquisition. The Micro-Manager plugin OpenPolScope (https://openpolscope.org/) performs the liquid-505

crystal-compensator (LCC) calibration by first finding voltages to achieve extinction (IExt , intensity minimum). A pre-defined506

"Swing" voltage (0.03) is applied to induce slight polarization ellipticity along one axis (I0deg). This "Swing" is empirically507

determined based on the sample, in order to produce maximum polarization contrast. Then, using the brent-optimizer mini-508

mization procedure, we find three more voltage states centered on I0deg that sample other orientations (I45deg, I90deg, I135deg).509

Following the reconstruction algorithm described previously (16) and documented on github (https://github.com/510

mehta-lab/reconstruct-order), phase reconstructions used the above hardware parameters plus the total variation511

regularizer with parameters: rho=1, itr=50, absorption=1.0e-3, phase=1.0e-5. Retardance reconstructions used512

default parameters plus "local fit" background correction, and retardance scaling of 1e4.513

Culture of primary microglia. De-identified tissue samples were collected with previous patient consent in strict observance514

of the legal and institutional ethical regulations. Protocols were approved by the Human Gamete, Embryo, and Stem Cell515

Research Committee (institutional review board) at the University of California, San Francisco.516

Primary human microglia were obtained from second trimester (gestational week 18-22) cortical brain tissue using517

magnetic-activated cell sorting with CD11b magneteic beads. Tissue samples were dissected in artificial cerebrospinal fluid518

containing 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, and 1.25 mM NaH2PO4. Tissue was cut into 1519

mm3 pieces, and the tissue was enzymatically digested using 0.25% trypsin (reconstituted from 2.5% trypsin, ThermoFisher520

15090046) with addition of 0.5 mg/ml DNase (Sigma Aldrich, DN25) for 20 minutes at 37°C, mechanically dissociated and521

then passed through a 40 um mesh cell strainer (Corning 352340). The resulting cell suspension (100-150 million cells) was522

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 300 ◊ g and washed twice with Ca2+/Mg2+ - free phosphate buffered solution with addition of523

0.5 mg/ml DNase to prevent cell clumping. Cells were re-suspended in 900 ul of MACS buffer (PBS with 0.5% BSA) with524

addition of 0.5 mg/ml DNase and incubated with 100 ul of the CD11b magnetic beads (Milteniy Biotec, 130-049-601) for 15525

minutes following the manufacturer’s instructions. After the magnetic beads incubation, cells were washed with 20 ml of PBS,526

span down at 300 ◊ g, re-suspended in 0.5 ml of MACS buffer and loaded on a MACS LS column (Milteniy Biotec, 130-042-527

401). Cells on the column were washed three time with 3 ml of MACS buffer, the column was removed from the magnet,528

and remaining microglia cells were eluted in 5 ml of microglia culture media. Microglia culture media (50 ml) consisted of:529

33 ml of phenol red-free basal media Eagle’s (BME), 12 ml Hank’s buffered solution, 1 ml B27 (ThermoFisher, A3582801),530

0.5 ml N2 (ThermoFisher, 17502048), 2 ml of 33% glucose, 0.5 ml GlutaMax (ThermoFisher, 35050061), and 0.5 ml peni-531

cillin/streptomycin (ThermoFisher, 15240062). Purified microglia cells were span down at 300 ◊ g and plated at 100 ◊ 103
532

cells per well in microglia media supplemented with 100 ng/ml of rhIL34 (Peprotech, 200-34), 2 ng/ml TGFb2 (Peprotech,533

100-35b) and 1x CD lipid concentrate (Lifetech, 11905031) to promote microglia cell survival in the monoculture. Prior to534

plating, glass-bottom 24 well plates (Cellvis, P24-1.5H-N) were coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-d-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, P7280)535

for 2 hours at room temperature followed by three double-distilled water washes and additionally incubated with laminin and536

fibronectin in PBS for 3 hours at 37°C. Cell culture media was changed twice a week, and was changed 24 hours prior to the537

start of the time lapse experiment to allow cells to re-equilibrate.538

Time lapse imaging experiment was started on day 6 of culture and continued for 24 hrs in environmental control chamber539

(5%CO2, 37°C and relative humidity of 70%).540
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DynaMorph Pipeline. DynaMorph is composed of a collection of machine learning/deep learning tools that operate on imag-541

ing data and automatically generate morphodynamic summary of target instances. Here we elaborate technical details of the542

preprocessing steps and DynaMorph pipeline. Note that two components of the pipeline required training in advance to state543

discovery applications: semantic segmentation model during preprocessing and the self-supervised encoding model. In this544

work we dedicated a separate set of experimental data on control microglia for model training and conducted majority of the545

analysis on perturbed microglia.546

In order to identify and track microglia, DynaMorph first uses segmentation algorithms to extract individual cells from547

the imaging data. Without detailed annotation of the data, we built the segmentation method based upon the deep learning548

semantic segmentation model U-Net with weak supervision from human expert. It should be noted that a variety of similar549

deep learning based segmentation tools are proposed in recent literature, most of which will be fully applicable in our pipeline.550

For the application of DynaMorph, selection of segmentation tool is interchangeable as long as the segmentation results provide551

unbiased selection of target cell population.552

Semantic segmentation. A single three-class U-Net classifier (43) was deployed for the cell semantic segmentation, whose553

training data was derived from a combination of human annotations and augmented background annotations. In the preparation554

of training data, we utilized interface from ilastik(44) and manually annotated microglia, contaminating non-microglia cells555

(mostly progenitor cells, also containing neurons, radial glia) and background/experiment artifacts in 30 frames selected from556

13 fields of view. Manual annotation took in total approximately 8 hours, generating identifications for 1252 microglia and557

312 non-microglia cells. The annotations were only partial, in which most of the background were not annotated (??B). To558

compensate for that (see Fig. 1 - supplement 3 for comparison), we utilized the internal segmentation module (random forest-559

based) of ilastik to separate foreground (microglia and contaminating cells) and background (under human supervision), which560

generates supplementary background annotations that could be used as data augmentation. 50 frames of ilastik-generated561

background annotations were inspected and used as additional training inputs.562

All training frames (2048◊2048 pixels): human annotated frames and augmented frames, were combined and cropped into563

small patches (256◊256 pixels). Two strategies were utilized: a frame could either be cut into patch tiles by a sliding window564

with no overlap, or by random sampling centers and rotation angles to extract patches from the context. The second strategy565

served partially as a data augmentation technique and was designed to increase the diversity of cell orientation and position.566

No further augmentation was performed as all frames were imaged with the same scale and brightness.567

U-Net was adapted from https://github.com/qubvel/segmentation_models, and a pretrained backbone of568

resnet34 (45) was used to initialize weights. The model was trained end-to-end with standard cross entropy loss and Adam569

optimizer (46). During training, weight scaling was employed to balance loss for different classes. Little hyperparameter570

search was performed due to limited amount of data and lack of validation metrics. Final model was evaluated visually based on571

criterions including quality of cell segmentation mask, prediction accuracy on microglia/contaminating cells, robustness against572

imaging artifact. It should be noted that DynaMorph uses segmentation results to extract single cell patches, for which task573

segmentation accuracy isn’t a major concern. We thus didn’t exhaustively validate and optimize segmentation performances to574

ease application-time usage. This step is also interchangeable with any off-the-shelf segmentation method/package that could575

provide unbiased selection of target cells.576

To generate segmentation for a full video, we first separated the video into static frames. For each frame, the full field of577

view (2048◊2048 pixels) was divided into patches (256◊256 pixels) following the sliding window/tiling strategy, model was578

then applied on individual patches, results of which were tiled to generate the full prediction mask for this frame. To avoid edge579

effect, 20 repetitions with different offsets were performed, all 20 prediction masks were aligned and averaged to generate the580

final prediction.581

Instance separation. We applied clustering on the pixels from segmentation masks to isolate and extract masks of each in-582

dividual cell. In the procedure, all pixels predicted as foreground (microglia and progenitor cells) by U-Net were extracted,583

then clustered based on their 2D coordinates in the frame. We used DBSCAN (47) to detect core points of each cell as584

well as to exclude outlier points coming from prediction artifacts. Note that this is feasible when cells are cultured in a rela-585

tively sparse environment. In fields with densely populated cells, clustering would not be able to separate boundaries between586

overlapping/contacting cells, instead more robust end-to-end instance segmentation models (48, 49) would have better results.587

Implementation from scikit-learn was applied, the parameters of which were tuned to separate adjacent cells with small588

amount of contact. Masks with extreme sizes (>12000 pixels or <500 pixels) were excluded to avoid prediction/experimental589

artifact and overlapping/contacting cells that cannot be separated.590

The identity of each cell was then determined based on the average classification score over its mask. We simply averaged591

the pixel-wise probabilities of both classes (microglia or progenitor cells) across the whole cell mask. The resulting ratio592

of probabilities represented the proportion/likelihood this specific cell is microglia or progenitor cells. Cells with microglia593

proportions larger than 0.9 were regarded as true microglia, and vice versa for progenitor cells. The rest would be regarded as594

ambiguous cells. These identities helped in determining validity of trajectories in the following tracking procedure.595
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Tracking. Within a full video, instance separation was performed on each static frame independently, results of which were used596

in this step to connect cells across time and form trajectories. The tracking procedure followed the classic work of (50), in597

which the core architecture is a linear assignment problem (LAP). In every two adjacent frames, each frame would have a list598

of cells generated from the instance separation step, along with their sizes and center positions calculated on the segmentation599

masks. Then a matching problem was set up between the two lists of cells, with a pairwise cost matrix calculated based on600

position displacements and shape differences between pairs of cells:601

costij = (rshape
ij + 1

rshape
ij

)◊dij
2

rshape
ij = si

sj

dij : distance between cell i and cell j

from two adjacent frames
si : size of cell i

The cost favored cell pairs that were spatially close and had similar size. In practice, we also enforced thresholds (maximum602

displacement 100 pixels, maximum size difference 2 folds) to refine results. Resulting matching pairs along all frames in a603

video were connected, formulating a set of single cell trajectories that span multiple frames. We further adopted the gap closing604

strategy in (50) to connect short trajectories that were separated due to imaging/segmentation issues. A similar LAP set up with605

only squared distance cost was employed.606

Identities of the trajectories obtained through the above procedure will be calculated by averaging static frame identities.607

Only trajectories with over 95% of all frames being labeled as microglia (proportion > 0.9) were kept for the main analysis. In608

total, 5731 microglia trajectories were collected, 3715 of which were extracted from the test dataset. Meanwhile, trajectories609

with over 50% of the frames labeled as progenitor cells formed another small collection of 125 cells, which were used in the610

extension analysis.611

Self-supervised encoding with VQ-VAE. A variational autoencoder variant: VQ-VAE (31) was applied in this work to sum-612

marize shape of cells through an encoding-decoding process. The model was trained on microglia cell patches (phase and613

retardance channels) extracted from the training set and directly applied to the test set data to generate shape descriptors for614

cells under different treatment.615

We took all individual microglia cells in static frames from the instance separation step and cropped patches of size 256◊256616

pixels around the cell centers. If the cell appeared on the border of a field of view, the out-of-border area would be filled with617

median background values of phase and retardance. Meanwhile, since we focused on analysis of single cells, we masked out618

other cells appearing in the patch area with median background values. Sample patches before the masking can be found in619

Figure 2. Samples after masking can be found in Fig. 2 - supplement 2 and Fig. 2 - supplement 5.620

VQ-VAE was implemented in pytorch (51), using two deep convolutional networks as encoder and decoder respectively.621

Input patches were first down-scaled to 128 ◊ 128 and normalized on both channels. The VAE encoder further down-sampled622

the image by 64 folds, resulting in a latent vector for each cell with shape of 16, with channel as the last dimension. Then,623

consistent with the standard setup of VQ-VAE, we regularized latent space by forcing a discretization step on the channel624

dimension, in which each vector at a given position out of the 16 ◊ 16 grid was matched with 64 embedding vectors and the625

closest embedding was inserted back to the position and passed to the decoder. A matching loss was enforced in the later phase626

of training that minimizes frame-to-frame differences between latent vectors of the same cell along its trajectory. A combination627

of these two losses was used to train the model in an end-to-end fashion.628

LVQ-VAE(x) = logp(x|zq(x))+
Îsg[ze(x)]≠ekÎ2

2 +
— Îze(x)≠ sg[ek]Î2

2 ,

where k = argminj Îze(x)≠ejÎ2
2 ,

zq(x) = ek

Lmatching(x(t)) =
ÿ

i=1,≠1

...ze(x(t))≠ze(x(t+i))
...

2

2
+

0.1
lÿ

i=0

...ze(x(t))≠ze(x(i))
...

2

2
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x : input cell image
ze(x) : encoder output
zq(x) : decoder input
e : closest embedding vector to ze(x)
sg : stop gradient operation

x(t) : t-th frame of a cell trajectory
l : length of the cell trajectory

where — = 0.25 controls the amount of commitment loss regularized during training. In the training procedure, we applied629

only LVQ-VAE in the initial phase. After 100 epochs (or when the model could generate reasonable reconstructions), we added630

in Lmatching with a weight ratio of 0.0005 and trained the model till convergence.631

Size of the latent space used in this study was consistent with the compression fold in its original work (31). Note that we632

didn’t push further to a much smaller latent space (i.e. <100D) due to the concern that smaller latent vector will consist of more633

conceptualized and higher-level representations of images, which would cast difficulties in interpretation and quantification.634

Note that matching loss was only applied within mini-batch to avoid extensive calculation. During training we enforced a635

sample order that aligns most of the neighboring/same-trajectory cell pairs sequentially, so with a high chance a cell patch’s636

next or previous frame would exist in the same mini-batch.637

PCA of latent vectors. PCA was fitted on ze(x) for all microglia cells in the training set, and applied to all training and test cells.638

Implementation from scikit-learn was used, and we extracted PCs that explain the top 50% of all variances: 48 components639

were extracted, explained variance of which is visualized in Fig. 2 - supplement 7A.640

We also tried fitting and transforming zq(x) (data not shown), which generated very similar results and same interpretations641

for the top PCs. Distance metrics defined with either ze(x) or zq(x) showed similar results (Fig. 2 - supplement 9) as well. But642

since ze(x) contained more information before the quantization, we employed it throughout this work.643

Other dimensionality reduction methods including tSNE (52) and UMAP (35) were also tested and showed no advantage644

over PCA as no clustering patterns were detected.645

Gaussian Mixture Modeling of Trajectory Feature Vectors. To further unravel the morphodynamic features, as well as to link646

transcriptomic profiles of microglia, downstream clustering was performed on cell trajectories. Individual cell TFVs were647

composed of a shape descriptor and a motion descriptor. Top 48 PCs derived from PCA of latent vectors were used as the shape648

descriptor. Distance traveled per frame along the trajectory were averaged and its log mean taken as the motion descriptor. The649

log mean distance values were scaled to keep variance comparable with the top 2 PCs.650

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is utilized in the analysis to discover discrete states from TFVs. As GMM is capable651

of allocating different prior distributions to different perturbations, it allows the interpretation of morphodynamic differences652

between perturbation conditions as changes in the weight of each mixture component. We chose to use a 2-component GMM653

after testing clustering robustness (measured by Silhouette score) against number of components.654

More specifically, we assumed two mixture components (two states) for microglia, and cells are sampled from one of the655

two components based on a Bernoulli distribution dependent on the perturbation condition. Given the TFV xi and treatment656

group yi of a cell, it has marginal probability as:657

p(xi,yi|�) =
2ÿ

k=1
–(yi)

k pk(xi|◊k)

where � = {–(1)
1 ,–(1)

2 ...,–(4)
1 ,–(4)

2 ,◊1,◊2} were parameters of the mixture model: ◊k is the center of k-th component, –(j)
k658

is the weight of k-th component in condition j. In the two-state model, –(j)
1 and –(j)

2 (summed to 1) formed the Bernoulli659

distribution for condition j. In the test set 4 conditions were used so 4 sets of component weights were fitted with samples from660

the corresponding groups.661

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was employed to iteratively evaluate the parameters of GMM. E-step evaluates662

the membership weight of each cell based on the current set of parameters:663

wik = –(yi)
k pk(xi|◊k)

q2
k=1 –(yi)

k pk(xi|◊k)

where pk(xi|◊k) Ã e≠ 1
2 ( xi≠◊k

s )2

M-step recalculates the parameters based on new membership weights:664
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–(j)
k =

q
iœ{i|yi=j} wikq

iœ{i|yi=j} 1

◊k =
q

i wikxiq
i wik

Two steps above were repeated till parameters converged. In the procedure we fixed the variance of mixture components to665

be the same as variance of TFVs to increase stability.666

scRNA Sequencing. Cells from three conditions (control, IFN beta and GBM supernatant) were dissociated using 0.25%667

trypsin solution, labeled with Multiseq barcodes (53) and processed for single cell mRNA sequencing using the 10x Genomics668

Chromium v3 Platform. CellRanger version 3 was used to generate the count matrix of cells by genes. Cells with more than669

20% mitochondrial abundance or less than 500 UMI were removed. Doublets were removed during the demultiplexing of670

Multiseq barcodes.671

SCTransform (54) was applied to the raw count matrix followed by PCA on the residuals. The top 30 principal components672

were used to find neighbors for Leiden clustering (55) and the UMAP (35) projection.673

Code and Data Availability674

Open source python software for reconstruction of label-free optical properties is available at https://github.com/675

mehta-lab/reconstruct-order and for analyzing cell states is available at https://github.com/czbiohub/676

dynamorph. The README file of dynamorph repository provides the link to example data.677
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Supplementary Notes686

Encoding with partial inputs. Inputs from two channels (phase and retardance) were used to generate the shape embedding687

of individual cells in this study. To validate the general applicability of our method, we apply VQ-VAE on the same set of688

training/test cells but with only individual channel input of phase, retardance or bright field. Loss curves along the training689

process were plotted in Fig. 2 - supplement 4A.690

Quantitative analysis on latent space suggests that phase and retardance channel could (when used individually) provide691

interpretable embedding for microglia in terms of both link with geometric properties (Fig. 2 - supplement 4B) and dynamics692

along trajectories (Fig. 2 - supplement 4C), while bright field images were more challenging to reconstruct and led to less693

interpretable results. Correlation matrices of the single-channel-input models indicate that top shape modes from phase or694

retardance models are capturing the same set of geometric properties as joint model. Bright field model captures the channel695

intensity, while being vague on other properties. In the distribution of pairwise frame differences, comparing with the median of696

random selected frames, joint model has the most stable embedding for same cell trajectories. All models retain the similarity697

hierarchy as discussed in Fig. 2 - supplement 9 to different extents.698

Differential study on perturbations were performed in the same fashion. Feature vectors from phase or retardance inputs699

generate similar GMM clustering outcome as the joint model (Fig. 2 - supplement 4D), while bright field inputs struggle to700

separate two components between different perturbations. In the cross validation task of predicting perturbation treatment (Fig.701

2 - supplement 4D), we see joint model has the highest overall accuracy and bright field model has the lowest.702

Overall, we tested the single-channel-input models against the joint (phase+retardance) model used in this work from dif-703

ferent aspects. Results suggest that phase or retardance model could provide cell embeddings that achieve the same goal as704

joint model but with slightly inferior quality. Bright field model provides less informative embedding and could have different705

downstream analysis performances.706

Comparison with other autoencoder variants. Following the same training/testing pipeline, we evaluated performances of707

two other representative autoencoder-based models, namely variational auto-encoder(56) and adversarial auto-encoder(57), on708

the reconstruction and interpretation tasks.709

Loss curves during training are shown in Fig. 2 - supplement 3A, in which VAE and VQ-VAE has similar training behavior710

and converge after 300 epochs. AAE in contrast is much more unstable due to its adversarial model structure. AAE initially had711

relatively lower reconstruction loss but with much higher frame matching loss, suggesting a strong overfit. After inclusion of712

frame matching loss, we stopped its training after both loss achieved a relative plateau. During the whole process, discriminator713

accuracy was between 60 ≥ 80%. Fig. 2 - supplement 2 illustrated some sample reconstructions from the three models,714

VQ-VAE has overall best reconstruction performance.715

Fig. 2 - supplement 3B and C demonstrated evaluations on embedding quality based on shape interpretability and dynamics716

along trajectories. VAE has similar performance on the correlation matrix, though both models are worse in terms of embedding717

stability on frames from same cell.718

For differential study on perturbations, GMM outcomes from model embeddings are very close (not shown). Fig. 2 -719

supplement 3D presents the confusion matrix for permutation treatment predictor, on which both models have worse accuracy720

than VQ-VAE.721

Overall we find that these other auto-encoder variants are suitable for encoding the shape and discovery of cell states, but722

VQ-VAE provided better reconstruction and embedding quality.723

Predicting treatment conditions with Trajectory Feature Vectors. Given the TFVs built upon shape and motion of mi-724

croglia, we explore the possibility of predicting perturbation condition purely based on microglia’s morphodynamic response.725

In this task, TFVs are used to predict the perturbation condition from which the cell is cultured. A 10-fold cross validation726

strategy is used, and gradient boosted tree is selected for the prediction task after comparing multiple machine learning models.727

During the evaluation, model (with default parameter) is trained with 9 folds of cell trajectories from the perturbation experi-728

ment and evaluated on the remaining fold (randomly split). In total 10 models are trained and results are aggregated to generate729

confusion matrix reported in Fig. 3 - supplement 2.730

Among all 4 perturbation conditions, model has the best accuracy in control subset cells, while the other 3 disease-relevant731

conditions are more intertwined. Confusion between control subset and IFN beta subset is the lowest, indicating a large732

morphodynamic difference between these two groups. This is also reflected by the GMM clustering outcome as the two subsets733

are composed of cells of different states. Both GBM and IL17 subsets have ≥ 20% cells being predicted to come from control734

group, which hint these could be the proportion of microglia not activated by the stimuli.735

Overall accuracy of this prediction task is 0.58 when using shape features from VQ-VAE with phase and retardance channel736

inputs. This could be compared with other model setups reported in Fig. 2 - supplement 4D and Fig. 2 - supplement 3D. As737

this task evaluates how embedding differentiate between perturbations, the accuracy score could partially reflect the embedding738

quality.739
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Correlation between morphodynamic states and transcriptomic clusters. Two morphodynamic states were detected740

through the GMM clustering step in DynaMorph. We compared this result with the transcriptomes of cultured microglia to741

identify the key molecular sub-types that could correspond to the two states. In this experiment, cells from three conditions742

(control, IFN beta and GBM) were processed for single cell mRNA sequencing. Note that the majority of the measured cells743

(≥ 90%) are from control subset.744

We generated UMAP projections of both morphodynamic features (Fig. 4 - supplement 3A) and scRNA-seq results to745

parallel the comparison, which are plotted in Fig. 4 - supplement 3B, C, D. A similar two-component clustering was performed746

on scRNA data, using Leiden clustering (55). The distributions of state/cluster assignments in each subset are plotted as bars747

in Fig. 4 - supplement 3E. Notably, cells from the control subset form a large group (cluster 2) and three small isolated groups748

(combined as cluster 1), in which the isolated groups could be further separated and interpreted through a more fine-grained749

clustering procedure. (Fig. 4 - supplement 4A) Cluster 1 accounts for ≥ 15% of all control cells, this relative abundance750

ratio coincides with the distribution of cells in states 1 and 2 defined on the morphodynamic space. Interestingly, exposure751

to IFN beta, which is enriched for morphodynamic state-1, also shows enrichment in one of the sub-group (1-2 in Fig. 4 -752

supplement 4) of transcriptomic cluster 1. In contrast, microglia that were treated with supernatant from GBM cultures, are753

transcriptomically more similar to the majority of control microglia, consistent with more subtle differences in morphodynamic754

states.755

To address this further, we identified the top differentially-expressed genes (Fig. 4 - supplement 4B) for each transcriptomic756

cluster. Cluster 1-2, which is one the minor groups in control subset and enriched for cells exposed to IFN beta, has up-regulated757

genes encoding antiviral proteins (RSAD2, MX1, etc.) and interferon-induced proteins (IFIT1, IFIT2, IFIT3, etc.). Another758

cluster 1-1 is also enriched for cytoskeleton and microtubule-related genes (MAP1B, STMN1, TUBA1A, etc.), which would759

usually cause structural changes in cells. We hence speculate that the observed shape and density differences between different760

morphodynamic states could be correlated with the corresponding cell’s expression changes.761

Note that this analysis only focuses on population level agreement between morphodynamics and gene expression profiles.762

A single cell level validation of the discovery: behavior/morphodynamic change paralleling transcriptome change will be an763

important aspect of our future work.764
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Supplementary figures765

Control

IL17

GBM

IFN-beta

Fluorescence (Celltracker)

PhaseFluorescence (Di-I)

Control

Retardance

Fig. 1 - supplement 1. Comparison of microglia shape as visualized with vital dyes (Di-I and CellTracker CM-DiI) and label-free measurements

(phase and retardance): Two examples from each condition are shown. Di-I and CellTracker are a lipophilic carbocyanine derivatives that internalize
through different protocols, but should penetrate the membrane and persist in the cytoplasm enough to outline cell contours. Both dyes under all
perturbation conditions show similar internalization and sequestration of the dyes. All scale bars are 10 um.
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A. Acquire and reconstruct phase, retardance channels B. Annotations

C. Semantic segmentation D. Instance segmentation E. Microglia (blue) and non-microglia (red) marked in boxes

F. Frame matching: (left) t = 0, (right) t = 1 G. Single cell trajectories
t = 0 t = 1 t = 4 t = 8 t = 16

phase retardance

100 um 100 um

Fig. 1 - supplement 2. Identification and tracking of microglia with sparse supervision: (A) Cell shape and dynamics are visualized without label
based on density (phase) and structural anisotropy (retardance). (B, C) Sparse human annotations enable microglia segmentation using a combination
of conventional machine learning (ilastik/random forest) to separate foreground and background, and deep convolutional networks (U-Net) to separate
microglia and contaminating non-microglia cells. (D, E) Segmentation masks are further clustered through DBSCAN to form individual cell masks, from
which the position and surrounding patch of the cell are extracted. In the encoding pipeline we extracted boxes of 83µm ◊ 83µm around the cell
centers for the patches. Note that stringent filtering was applied on the cell masks to exclude potential artifact and overlapping/contacting cells, leaving
only masks/bounding boxes of individual cells. (F) Individual cells in adjacent time-points are linked through solving a linear assignment problem. (G)

Connected components through multiple frames form single cell trajectories. Representative trajectories for microglia (top) and progenitor cells (bottom)
are shown.
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Fig. 1 - supplement 3. Comparison of different segmentation results: (A) Raw input of an unannotated slice, phase channel. (B) Prediction map
from a random forest classifier (ilastik) trained on human annotations. Note that predictions are more noisy and chimeric. (C) Prediction map from
a U-Net trained on human annotations. Note that most edges exceed the boundaries of cells. (D) Prediction map from a U-Net trained on human
annotations and random forest augmented background annotations.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 1. Reconstruction and encodings of samples from the training set: (A) Example patches from the training set and their
reconstructions by VQ-VAE (B) Top 2 PCs of all samples from the training set, 4 representative trajectories are plotted. (C) Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients calculated between top PCs and geometric properties. Note that results are highly similar to test set samples. (D) Representative trajectories
are visualized.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 2. Sample cell patches randomly selected from the test set and reconstructions from auto-encoder variants: Each group
contains 4 patches, respectively the original input and reconstructions from VQ-VAE, VAE and AAE. Order of the patches and reconstruction loss
averaged over all test set data are noted in the top left panel. Note that all variants have latent space of the same size, and VQ-VAE has overall best
reconstruction and image compression fold.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 3. Comparison of different auto-encoder variants, compare with “phase+retardance model” plots in Fig. 2 - supplement 4

for VQ-VAE performance (A) Reconstruction and frame-matching loss curves during training. Grey vertical lines indicate the inclusion of frame
matching loss. VAE and VQ-VAE converged after 300 epochs. AAE had unstable loss due to its model structure. (B) Correlations between top PCs
and selected geometric properties of the test set data. (C) Distributions of latent vector differences between pairs of frames. Both panels are centered
at the median of random group, red dashed lines indicate the peak position of VQ-VAE (phase+retardance) model. (D) Results on differential study of
perturbations: confusion matrix for the perturbation condition predictor (VQ-VAE has accuracy 0.58).
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Fig. 2 - supplement 4. Comparison of models trained with individual channel inputs (A) Reconstruction, commitment and frame-matching loss
curves during training. Grey vertical lines indicate the inclusion of frame matching loss. All models reached convergence after 600 epochs. Models
with either phase or retardance channel input reached similar level of loss as the joint model. (B) Correlations between top PCs and selected geometric
properties of the test set data. (same plot as in Figure 2D) Top shape modes from single-channel-input models found relations with one or more
geometric properties. (C) Distributions of latent vector differences between pairs of frames (same plot as in Fig. 2 - supplement 9). Note that all 4
panels are centered at the median of random group, and red dashed lines indicate the peak position of joint model. (D) Results on differential study
of perturbations: distribution of detected GMM components (top row), confusion matrix for the perturbation condition predictor calculated in the same
procedure as Fig. 3 - supplement 2 (bottom row).
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IFN beta

GBM

Control

IL17

Fig. 2 - supplement 5. Illustrative cell patches of cells imaged under different perturbations (IL17, IFN beta, GBM, Control) and their recon-

structions by VQ-VAE.
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PC1

PC2

PC3

PC4

Below 20th percentile Above 80th percentile

(Residue)
PC1

Fig. 2 - supplement 6. Cell patches randomly sampled from the upper and lower 20 percentiles along each principal component axis (PC1 to

4, residue PC1). Patches are visualized as combination of phase channel (as grey scale) and retardance channel (as magenta shades). Samples along
PC1 show different cell sizes; samples along PC2 show different phase strengths; samples along PC3 and PC4 (controlled for PC1 and PC2 values)
show different orientations. We further calculated a residue latent space after excluding all known geometric properties of cells (listed in Figure 2D),
samples along the first principal component of the residue space (rPC1) are illustrated in the last row: samples with lower rPC1 values tend to involve
less contact/interaction, while higher rPC1 value correlate with complex environments including overlapping cells, cell on the border of imaging view,
imaging artifact, etc.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 7. Learned Morphologial Space is high-dimensional: (A) Explained variance ratios of the top 40 principal components of the
shape space. Note that analysis in this work focuses only on the first 4 principal components. (shaded area, explained ≥17% of all variance). (B)

and (C) UMAP reduction (2 components) on sample latent vectors from the training set and the test set. No clustering patterns are found after tuning
parameters, indicating that the space is highly continuous.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 8. PCA was directly fitted on input images without encoding from the training dataset and applied to test samples. (A)

Resulting PCs were analyzed for correlations to geometric properties. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were calculated between the same set
of geometric properties and top image PCs. Correlations are weaker and more interrelated and thus harder to separate and interpret. (B) Two GMM
states were defined using motion descriptor (speed) and image PCs. KDE plot of trajectories from the two states is illustrated, note that state separation
is much worse than GMM states defined with latent vector PCs.
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Fig. 2 - supplement 9. Distributions of latent vector differences between pairs of frames: On both training set (upper panels) and test set (lower
panels), we calculated differences between pairs of frames for three conditions: adjacent frames in trajectories (deep red/blue), non-adjacent pair of
frames from the same trajectory (light red/blue) and random pairs of frames selected from all static patches (grey). Left and middle columns show that
distances in the latent space match well with our prior of shape similarities (adjacent > same-cell > random pair), and such trend is much more significant
in top PCs. Right column compares the distribution between latent representations generated with (solid line) and without (dashed line) matching loss
introduced, which suggests that matching loss helped in regularizing the latent space. Quantization step in the VQ-VAE doesn’t significantly interfere
with the distance metric.
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Fig. 3 - supplement 1. Kernel density estimate (KDE) plots of trajectory-averaged PC1 and PC2 from the test dataset.
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Fig. 3 - supplement 2. Confusion matrix of classifiers that predict condition/subset from Trajectory Feature Vectors. We employed gradient
boosted trees with default hyper-parameters as the predictor models and trained them under 10-fold cross validation.
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Fig. 4 - supplement 1. Confusion matrix of classifiers that predict GMM state from Trajectory Feature Vectors. We employed gradient boosted
trees with default hyper-parameters as the predictor models and trained them under 10-fold cross validation.
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Fig. 4 - supplement 2. Density map of squared cumulative displacements calculated over trajectories from the two GMM states. Mean square
displacements (MSD) are plotted, log-log fit results of the MSD could be found in Figure 4E
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Fig. 4 - supplement 3. Comparison of morphodynamic states and gene expression per perturbation. (A) We compared relative abundance
of state-1 and state-2 with clusters of gene expression by computing consistent low dimensional projections (UMAP) of the Trajectory Feature Vectors
and transcriptome. Scatter plots of cell populations from three perturbations ((B) Control; (C) IFN beta; (D) GBM) are shown. Each dot represents
a trajectory from imaging or a cell measured for transcriptome, and grey shades show the outlines of the distributions. Left panels show the UMAP
projections of combination of shape features (first 48 PCs) and motility feature (speed, mean distance) derived from imaging. GMM clustering results
are illustrated as the colors of the dots. Right panels show UMAP projections of single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) results, on which a similar
two-state clustering is performed. (E) Distributions of cluster/state assignments of cells from each test condition are plotted as bar graphs. Interestingly,
in control and IFN beta conditions, the occupancy ratios between morphodynamic state-1 and state-2 matched with occupancy ratios of gene expression
clusters 1 and 2.
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Fig. 4 - supplement 4. Details of scRNA clustering: (A) UMAP projection and clustering of microglia cells based on scRNA-seq. Note that cells
from all three conditions are included. Note that cluster 1 is further separated into 3 sub-clusters by applying the same method, in total identifying four
molecularly distinct clusters. (B) Heatmap of the top differentially expressed genes in each cluster. Cluster 2 includes primarily control microglia and
microglia treated with GBM supernatant. Cluster 1-1 is characterized by non-neuronal genes. Cluster 1-2 has high expression of interferon response
genes. Cluster 1-3 is defined by high expression of cell cycle genes consistent with a dividing population.
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Supplementary tables766

Latent vector PCs State-1 State-2 Diff.

PC1 0.44 0.17 0.27 (0.17SD)
PC2 0.66 2.80 2.14 (1.04SD)
PC3 -0.07 0.08 0.15 (0.16SD)
PC4 -0.13 0.00 0.13 (0.14SD)
Log speed 3.25 4.03 0.78 (1.11SD)
Proportion (IL-17) 0.79 0.21
Proportion (IFN beta) 0.93 0.07
Proportion (GBM) 0.42 0.58
Proportion (Control) 0.25 0.75
Image direct PCs State-1 State-2 Diff.

PC1 3.68 3.98 0.30 (0.22SD)
PC2 0.92 1.41 0.49 (0.52SD)
PC3 -0.70 -1.50 0.80 (0.64SD)
PC4 1.30 1.64 0.34 (0.57SD)
Log speed 3.23 3.84 0.61 (0.87SD)
Proportion (IL-17) 0.66 0.34
Proportion (IFN beta) 0.77 0.23
Proportion (GBM) 0.37 0.63
Proportion (Control) 0.38 0.62

Supplementary Table 1. Details of the mixture components detected by GMM using morphodynamic features. “Diff.” column shows the difference
in values and standard deviation (SD) between two states. Clusters of latent vector PCs are mainly separated by PC2 and Log speed. Test subsets
show different distributions of the two morphodynamic states. Clustering (with the same parameter and procedure) on image direct PCs is less clear,
separations between mixture components and test subsets are weaker.
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Supplementary videos767

Each video set described below can be downloaded as a zip file from this google drive folder.768

Video Set 1. 24 hour long videos of phase (density) and retardance (anisotropy) of microglia that illustrate distinct behaviors.

Video Set 2. Video clips of representative cell trajectories visualized in Figure 2 and Fig. 2 - supplement 1: we show full fields of view with bounding box
and enlarged view of the cell. Note that among the 8 trajectories, 4 are more stable in appearance (corresponding to green and black arrows in Figure 2
and Fig. 2 - supplement 1), 4 undergo significant shape change (orange and brown arrows).

Video Set 3. Video clips of representative cell trajectories from each subset of the test dataset: 4 trajectories are provided for each treatment condition
(control, GBM, IL17, IFN beta).

Video Set 4. Video clips of representative cell trajectories from each of the two morphodynamic state defined by GMM: 5 trajectories are provided for
each state.

Video Set 5. Video clips of representative cell trajectories that underwent state transitions.

Video Set 6. Video clips of sample progenitor cells.

769
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